Abstract. Wettability of composite is one of key to increase mechanical properties of composite that affected by structure of reinforcement and type of resin used. Therefore, this research focused on the effect of orientation, density and surface treatment on fiber to the characteristic of composite's wettability, which is observed by contact angle and wetting time. The fiber used in this research is fiberglass, and the method for contact angle measurement is direct observation from the camera recorder and the data record will be processed and analyzed by using image processing method. The result for those variations can be obtained from the relation of variations toward contact angle and wetting time. According to result of research, fiber with orientation 45°/45° gives lower contact angle but longer wetting time than fiber with orientation 0°/90°. For orientation 45°/45°, the differences in wetting time is 15 second longer than orientation 0°/90°. In case of fiber density, the sheet with fiber density of 900 has 7 second faster for wetting time than sheet with fiber density of 1250. The surface treatment with NaOH 5% can accelerate the wetting time until 10 second.
Introduction
Composite material is often preferred because it has good mechanical properties. The type of matrix, the reinforcement used, and the interaction between matrix and reinforcement can affect mechanical properties of composite material. Wettability is the ability of liquid 'wetting' the surface of a solid material, as in how composite matrix wet reinforcement particles. Optimizing the ability of a matrix to wet the reinforcement is a key for increasing the mechanical properties of composite material.
Wettability properties of a material depend on hydrophobic properties and viscosity of liquid. Viscosity affect hydrophobic properties by increasing the contact angle through liquid viscosity decrease, and the rough surface effect might not always create high hydrophobic properties [9] . Reinforcement materials have a portion in surface free energy used for composite material wettability measurement [3] .
Contact angle measurement is one of the method that is used to observe and develop the wetting phenomena. This method is commonly used because the measurement characteristic does not damage experiment materials nor alter the chemical and physical properties of material [2] . Contact angle is obtained by measuring the angle between material surface and liquid in which both has different polarity. Contact angle and wettability both depend on the time of substrate drop and the time of image data taken to measure the contact angle. [4] .
Several methods are commonly used in the measurement of contact angle. One of the methods is by measuring the angle between composite material surface and the liquid drop. In accordance to the development of technology in computation, tools for contact angle measurement has been developed with better accuracy and precision. The uses of camera which providing high zoom capability as a tool to capture liquid drop profile provide the measurement of profile on detail [8] . Image processing method for contact angle measurement has the potential to measure the contact angle from any type and shape of liquid drop [6] . Identification with image processing method gives several advantages, such as increasing the sensitivity of experiment and resulting in better accuracy within the number of image that can be analyzed by computer [1] . Since wettability of composite is one of key factor in composite fabrication which affected by the reinforcement and resin, the effect of fiber orientation and fiber sheet density, and fiber surface treatment to composite wettability is needed to be observed. The tools used in this research are camera with tripod and dropper/pipette. Using tripod gives optimal results, because it holds camera on constant position along the research. Camera that used has capacity 60 frame per second and standard lens with 55 mm zoom.
Experimental details

Materials and tools
Data collection process
The dependent variables in this research that will be observed are contact angle and wetting time. The method used for contact angle measurement is image processing method by using the tools as seen in Figure 1 . The use of sections to divide the text of the paper is optional and left as a decision for the author. Where the author wishes to divide the paper into sections the formatting shown in Table 2 should be used. The data collection process in this research is contact angle in degree (⁰) and wetting time in second (s). The form of liquid droplet dropped from pipette to fiber surface is assumed to be in the form of sessile drop. The data is taken with a camera to record all of the process beginning with the time of resin dropping up until the resin completely disappeared from fiber surface. To provide data with higher precision, the camera is supported with tripod. Considering that this experiment depends on tools positioning, all of the tools used such as camera, pipette and experimental table are placed in same position during the observation.
The experiment material, fiberglass, is placed in a table and pipette, which is a tool used for dropping the liquid is placed 8 cm above the table. Camera is set in line with experiment table and 25 cm from it. Resin dropped from pipette to fiberglass surface and recorded with camera. The camera is in recorder mode. The video results will be converted to image by using software converter for 60 images (frames) in 1 second. Data for contact angle is taken in frame 1 (0 s), 50 (0.83 s) and 100 (1.67 s). In that frame, contact angle will be measured using software. Meanwhile, wetting time is obtained from data recorder. Wetting time is condition when liquid droplet completely disappeared from fiberglass surface or it can be defined as condition when contact angle reaches 0 degree.
Results and discussion
This research is focused on the effect of fiber orientation, fiber density and surface treatment with alkali solution (NaOH 5%) which is observed through contact angle and wetting time, since wetting time is one of important thing in manufacturing process of composite materials, especially in large object with many layers.
The effect of fiber orientation in fiberglass without surface treatment
The effect of fiber orientation to the contact angle and wetting time is observed. Fiber orientation which is variation in this research are fiber with orientation 0°/90° and fiber with orientation 45°/45°. The data was obtained from the condition in which fiber has same fiber density. This data will be compared between the sheet with fiber density of 900 and the sheet with fiber density of 1250. The results for contact angle measurement for sheet with fiber density of 900 and sheet with fiber density of 1250 is given in Table 1 and Table 2 . Both of sheet with fiber density of 900 and sheet with fiber density of 1250 has results with the same tendency. Contact angle result from fiber with orientation 0°/90 is higher than result from fiber with orientation 45°/45°. The difference reaches 6 degree in frame 100. Besides from the contact angle, wettability is also can be observed from the wetting time. Table 3 shows that the fiber with orientation 0°/90° has faster wetting time than the fiber with orientation 45°/45
o . This result happens in either sheet with fiber density of 900 or sheet with fiber density of 1250. Fiber with orientation 0°/90° has 13 second faster in wetting time than fiber with orientation 45°/45 o . The result for contact angle and wetting time measurement shows that the fiber with orientation 0°/90° has higher contact angle and faster wetting time than fiber with orientation 45°/45. It happens because in contact angle measurement, the droplet formed depends on early surface contact with the droplet while wetting time depends on fiber space areas in fiber sheet surface. The fiber with orientation 0°/90° has wider area than fiber with orientation 45°/45° that makes the wetting time faster.
The effect of fiber density in fiberglass without surface treatment
The effect of fiber density to the contact angle and wetting time is observed. Density which will be compared in research is sheet with fiber density of 900 and sheet with fiber density of 1250. Table 4 and Table 5 shows the effect of fiber density to the contact angle. Based on the results, both of fiber with orientation 0°/90° or fiber with orientation 45°/45° shows that contact angle in the sheet with fiber density of 900 is lower than the sheet with fiber density of 1250. In addition, wettability can also be observed from the wetting time. As seen also in Table 6 , the results shows that sheet with fiber density of 900 has lower contact angle and faster wetting time than sheet with fiber density of 1250. Sheet with fiber density of 900 has 3 second faster than sheet with fiber density of 1250. When the density of fiber is tighter, it will be more difficult for liquid to enter the fiber surface because the space area provided in the fiber surface is too small for the liquid droplet to enter.
The effect of fiber orientation in fiberglass with surface treatment (NaOH 5%)
The surface treatment in this research is performed by submerging the fiberglass with alkali (NaOH 5%) solution. The purpose of the submersion is to discover the effect of surface treatment on fiber to the contact angle and wetting time. Figure 3 shows the example of image taken in research for fiberglass with surface treatment. Image data will be using in contact angle measurement with software analysis and give the exact contact angle. Contact angle data is get from measurement angle between fiberglass surface and liquid droplet, as seen as Figure 3 illustration. Since the increasing of time, contact angle will be decrease and disappear from fiberglass surface. The data was obtained from the condition in which fiber has same density. This data is then compared between the sheet with fiber density of 900 and the sheet with fiber density of 1250. The results for contact angle measurement for sheet with fiber density of 900 and sheet with fiber density of 1250 will be given in Table 7 and Table 8 . Table 7 and Table 8 shows that both of the sheet has the same tendency. Contact angle resulted from fiber with orientation 0°/90 is higher than the one resulted from fiber with orientation 45°/45°. Table 9 showed that fiber with orientation 0°/90° need faster time than fiber with orientation 45°/45, it happens in either sheet with fiber density of 900 or sheet with fiber density of 1250. Furthermore, wettability can also be observed from the wetting time. In addition, fiber with orientation 0°/90° has higher contact angle and faster wetting time than fiber with orientation 45°/45. It happens because the contact angle measurement depends on the early surface contact with the droplet, while the wetting time depends on fiber space areas in surface of fiber sheet. The fiber with orientation 0°/90° has wider area than fiber with orientation 45°/45° which makes the wetting become faster. Both of using surface treatment or without surface treatment, the results give the same tendency, even though fiber with surface treatment gives lower contact angle and faster wetting time.
The effect of fiber density to the contact angle and wetting time is observed. The data was obtained from the condition in which fiber has same fiber orientation. This data is then compared between fiber with orientation 0°/90° and fiber with orientation 45°/45°. Table 10 and Table 11 shows the effect of fiber density to contact angle. Based on the results, both fiber with orientation 0°/90° or fiber with orientation 45°/45° shows that contact angle in the sheet with fiber density of 900 is lower than the sheet with fiber density of 1250. In addition, wettability can also be observed from the wetting time. Table 12 shows that the sheet with fiber density of 900 has faster wetting time than the sheet with fiber density of 1250. The sheet with fiber density of 900 has 1 second faster than sheet with fiber density of 1250. When density of a fiber is tighter, it will more difficult for liquid to enter the surface of fiber because of the small space areas in the surface of fiber. Both of fiber with surface treatment or without surface treatment, it has the same tendency results.
The effect of fiber surface treatment
Surface treatment on fiber with alkali solution (NaOH 5%) decrease the contact angle and wetting time. Fiber with surface treatment has lower contact angle and also faster wetting time than fiber without surface treatment, it is happened in fiber with orientation 0°/90° and fiber with orientation 45°/45°, and also in sheet with fiber density of 900 and sheet with fiber density of 1250. The contact angle in surface treated fiber with specification 0°/90°/900 is 2 degree lower than without surface treatment and 5 degree lower in fiber specification 0°/90°/1250. Meanwhile, contact angle fiber specification 45°/45°/900 is 3 degree lower than without surface treatment and 4 degree lower in fiber specification 45°/45°/1250. The use of alkali solution gives faster wetting time up to 10 second. Surface treatment of fiber with alkali solution results the more rugged fiber with wider space area, which makes it easier for liquid droplet to enter the fiber surface.
Conclusion
Fiber with orientation 45°/45° gives lower contact angle but longer wetting time than fiber with orientation 0°/90°. For orientation 45°/45°, the differences wetting time is 20 second longer than orientation 0°/90°. The sheet with fiber density of 900 has lower contact angle and faster wetting time than the sheet with fiber density of 1250. The wetting time of the sheet with fiber density of 900 is 7 second faster than the sheet with fiber density of 1250. The surface treatment with NaOH 5% has the faster wetting time for 10 second.
